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Introduction 

This model represents a view of how Howard Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences (MI) 

philosophy can be incorporated into the instructional design of virtual classes (online 

sessions delivered over the Internet). It is the result of research undertaken during 

Minerva project  228995 - CP -1-2006-1- IE - MINERVA – MPP. 

 

Three qualifications 

At the outset, it is necessary to qualify the extent to which it is advisable to use the MI 

approach in learning generally.  Some content may not readily lend itself to a broad MI 

approach spanning several intelligences.  There are three basic reasons why this is so: 

- the scope of the content 

- the nature of the content 

- the dominant intelligences of the audience 

 

1. Scope of the Content 

Howard Gardner uses two worked examples to illustrate the power and value of entry 

points.  These are the holocaust and evolution, topics which are very worthy of multiple 

perspectives through the entry points approach (Gardner, 1999).  Gardner accepts that his 

topics were deliberately selected to support multiple entry points: “Indeed, I deliberately 

selected two topics that are relatively rich and multifaceted and that readily allow 

consideration from several perspectives.” (Gardner, 1999)  
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Other learning outcomes will not merit or justify such a thorough treatment. At the more 

granular level of many learning outcomes, deploying an entry points approach may not be 

justified.  Small objectives such as “Explain and illustrate 3 models of learning styles”, 

“Describe Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model” and “List the key stages in the development of 

an elearning product” simply do not require such in-depth teaching. 

 

2. Nature of the Content 

Some content does not lend itself to an MI approach that fulfils many of the intelligences.  

For example, the fundamentals of accounting may not easily lend itself to a ‘natural’ 

intelligence.   

 

3. Dominant Intelligences of the Audience 

The MI profile of the audience will both prioritise and curtail the number of intelligences 

tapped.  In the spirit of Gardner, the general aim is to tap the dominant intelligences of 

the audience, so as to make learning easier for learners.  We are not aiming to tap all 

intelligences, by way of a flat checklist - in fact if we were to do so, we would be rising 

against the spirit of Gardner, whose basic tenet is to adapt teaching to the preferred 

intelligences of those taught.  Note that in the course of the Minerva project, partners 

engaged the services of Dr. Branton Shearer to help profile the sample audience for the 

project’s training offerings, so as to identify and target their dominant intelligences. 
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The Essentials of the ‘MP3’ Model 

The basic “Multiple Perspectives – Practices - Performances” or “MP3” model is 

illustrated in Figure 1, below. It is explained in more detail on following pages. 
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Stage One: Multiple Perspectives 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is suggested that an instructional sequence may begin with exposing learners to 

multiple perspectives, equivalent to Gardner's entry points on the chosen content.  For 

the virtual class, these are presented primarily asynchronously, as advance organisers to 

the teaching to be presented online. Offline individual and collaborative work can be 

based on these perspectives.  

 

An earlier project paper (Madden 2007) discussed the importance of achieving learning 

for understanding by exposing learners to multiple perspectives on a core issue.  Gardner 

suggests that the multiple perspectives idea has two purposes, to tease out content 

intricacies and complexities, and to reach a broader range of students. (Gardner, 1999).  

Gardner at different times has suggested four (1991) and six (1999) ‘entry points’ to 

complex topics, which correspond roughly with the intelligences.   
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FIGURE 2: THE MP3 MODEL - MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES  
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Others concur with the value of the multiple perspectives approach.  Schwartz and his 

colleagues have designed and developed a highly imaginative, challenging and 

sophisticated software learning program called STAR LEGACY to implement a flexibly 

adaptive instruction design. The program has an explicit built-in multiple perspectives 

function. (Schwartz et al, 1999).   

 

Jonassen, too, emphasises the importance of multiple perspectives for Constructivist 

Learning Environments (CLEs).  He suggests that multiple content representations are 

required to represent complexity adequately. (Jonassen, 1999).  Further support for the 

multiple perspectives approach as an aid to complex learning, divergent thinking and 

learning for understanding can be seen in the writings of Bielaczyc and Collins (1999), 

and Hannafin, Land and Oliver (1999). 
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Stage Two: Multiple Practices 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It could be said that the dilemma for the MI designer of online instruction is how to 

present content cost effectively in multiple ways.  This may be a mistaken notion and can 

be bypassed by focusing, not on constructing multiple representations, but on enabling 

multiple practices. These practices would tap the preferred intelligence of the audience.  

 

Gardner has used two metaphors to capture the nature of the intelligences - muscles that 

can be exercised or computers that are given data to process1.  In these terms, if 

interactions are interweaved through the core content taught in the online sessions of the 

virtual class, these will facilitate the flexing of the muscles, or the multiple distinct 

processing styles of the learner. 

                                                
1 Gardner, H. Presentation made at Business Forum, National College of Ireland, Dublin, 4th. May, 2006. 
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FIGURE 3: THE MP3 MODEL - MULTIPLE PRACTICES 
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Stage Three: Multiple Performances 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The third element captures a core MI principle.  This is that learners should be allowed to 

demonstrate their knowledge and skill through a preferred intelligence-appropriate 

performance.  Thus the performance stage above diagrammatically mirrors the practice 

element; the only difference is that it is not guided learning, but rather an assessment 

undertaken at the end of the instruction. 

 

Gardner has no problem with assessing performance per se.  He enthuses about the value 

of performance as against a focus on mental representations: “…when it comes to 

understanding, the emphasis falls properly on performances that can be observed, 

critiqued, and improved. Strictly speaking, we do not care about the elegance of a mental 

representation if it cannot be activated when needed…the actual decision to focus on 

performance immediately shifts the emphasis from mastering content to thinking about 
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FIGURE 4: THE MP3 MODEL - MULTIPLE PERFORMANCES 
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the reasons why a particular content is being taught and how best to display one’s 

comprehension of that content in a publicly justified manner.” (Gardner, 1999). 

 

An element of this model should be its flexibility.  Exposure to multiple perspectives will 

not suddenly end and be excluded from consideration.  The transition through each of the 

stages is more a continuum than a rigid stop-start staccato. Similarly, practices should 

merge and flow naturally into unaided performances.  

 

This model is generic and can be applied to contexts other than the virtual class.  For 

example it can be adapted to both instructor-led teaching (ILT) and an elearning model 

that relies on courseware rather than the virtual class to teach core content.  However, the 

next section deals with how this model translates into the virtual class context. 
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The Model applied to the Virtual Class 
 
Stage One: Multiple Perspectives in the VC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first stage has now been expanded as in Figure 5 above, to allow for the inclusion of 

particular manifestations of the virtual class, which would be accessed online.  For 

example, if an aesthetic entry point was called for, electronic reproductions and 

commentaries of relevant art work could be accessed and shared. Discussion threads 

could be based around case studies and problem-based activities; blogs could be 

Social: 
Collaborations via email, fora, 
mentoring, personal histories 
and diaries.   
 

Narrational: 
Case studies, personal 
histories. 

Aesthetic: 
Photos, art 
illustrations, music.  

Existential: 
Blogs, contributions to 
fora, personal internet 
research. 

Kinaesthetic: 
Natural activity with 
interface. 
Vicarious movement.  

Quantitative: 
Electronic fact sheets, social history 
data, downloaded govt. reports. 
 

Multiple Perspectives 

FIGURE 5: MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES IN VC 
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generated, wikis established, and collaborations initiated, all as precursors to the more 

formalised online instruction to follow. 
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Stage Two: Multiple Practices in the VC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second stage has now been expanded as in Figure 6 above, to allow for the inclusion 

of intelligence-specific exercises, rehearsals or practices.  Note, of course, that such 

practices will span more than one intelligence, just as human endeavours span the 

intelligences in real life.  Gardner and others have noted the interdependence and the 

interrelationship of the intelligences.   

 

Bodily: 
Natural engagement with interface. 
Emotions.  
 
 
 

Natural: 
Sensory-based applications – identify 
sounds, images; recollect and describe 
tastes, aromas associated with core 
content, primarily VAK applications.  
 

Linguistic: 
Text and aural 
responses to 
presenter’s questions  
 

Visual: 
Whiteboard freehand.  
Whiteboard to illustrate elements in 
presentation e.g. aspects of a photo. 
 
 

Intrapersonal: 
Use of emoticons. All responses 
to presenter interactions. 
 

Multiple Practices 

Interpersonal: 
Breakout sessions, texting, 
aural contributions 
 

Musical: 
Aural exercises. Presenter interactions 
related to musical manifestations of core 
teaching.  
 

Logical: 
Questions and polls 

FIGURE 6: MULTIPLE PRACTICES IN VC 
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The examples cited could quite easily be categorized differently.  Breakout sessions are 

not ‘just’ interpersonal occasions.  Using the whiteboard is not an exclusively visual 

application. A question requiring an aural response is not merely a linguistic exercise, but 

will likely call on the application of several other intelligences.  Gardner accepts this 

creative perspective: “We must acknowledge here the cottage industry aspect of 

pedagogy, a craft that is not susceptible to an algorithmic approach.  This craft aspect 

lies at the heart of the pleasure of teaching – the chance to revisit a topic and to consider 

fresh ways of conveying its crucial components to different minds as powerfully and 

accurately as possible.” (Gardner, 1999) 

 

Practices may span more than one learner, even if the practice opportunity is presented to 

a single individual. If other learners witness the practice opportunity, for example the 

presentation of a single intrapersonal question to an individual, those learners too may 

respond within themselves to the question.  This participative dimension, essentially 

vicarious learning, is common to socialized learning generally, and can thus be tapped 

within the virtual class context.  

 
 
The central point remains that the intelligences can be accommodated, facilitated and 

exercised in the VC domain. The designer need only choose to structure interactions 

around the dominant intelligences.   
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Stage Three: Multiple Performances in the VC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The third and final stage has now been expanded as in Figure 7 above, to allow for the 

inclusion of intelligence-specific performances, for the purpose of assessment.  As with 

practices, performances will span more than one intelligence.   

 

Bodily: 
Natural engagement with interface. 
Filmed mime. Portfolio.  
 
 
 

Natural: 
Field log. 
Multisensory collection. 
 

Linguistic: 
Documents. Podcasts.  

Visual: 
Mind map, flowchart, other diagrammatic 
artefacts. Portfolio. 
 
 

Intrapersonal: 
Learning log. Blog. 
Diary. 
 

Multiple Performances 

Interpersonal: 
Drama, both written and acted out 
(recorded aurally or visually). 
Collaborative work generally.   
 

Musical: 
Rap. Poem. Song. 
Aural medium generally.  
 

Logical: 
Likely to be electronic 
document submissions. 
 

FIGURE 7: MULTIPLE PERFORMANCES IN VC 
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The range of artifacts that could be submitted for assessment is potentially very wide. 

However, assessors may rightly curtail the range of artifacts that will be accepted as 

expressions and demonstrations of competency. Assessor logistics and capacity will play 

a major part in this. 
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Appendix One: Design Template 
 
Learning outcome / competency 
 
 
 
 
Audience profile 
Dominant Intelligences (if any) Other characteristics (gender, age, 

education, etc.) 
Logical  
Linguistic 
Intrapersonal 
Interpersonal 
Musical 
Visual 
Bodily 
Natural 
 
 
Specification of entry points to the content 
Entry point Source and mode of entry point data 

(podcast, video, etc) 
Aesthetic (visual / musical)  
Existential (intrapersonal / natural)  
Quantitative (logical)  
Narrational (linguistic)  
Social (interpersonal)  
Kineasthetic (bodily)  
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Practices relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience 
 
Intelligence Practise device (texting, breakout sessions, whiteboard, 

classroom breakout session, etc.) 
Logical  
Linguistic  
Intrapersonal  
Interpersonal  
Musical  
Visual  
Bodily  
Natural  
 
 
Performances relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience, and the content 
 
Intelligence Acceptable performance artefact listing (podcast, vodcast, 

narrative, diagram, blog, portfolio, etc.) 
 

Logical  
Linguistic  
Intrapersonal  
Interpersonal  
Musical  
Visual  
Bodily  
Natural  
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Appendix Two: Classification of Activities and Artefacts by 
Intelligence Type / Entry Point 

 
Logical (quantitative entry point) 
Checklist. Flowchart. Project plan. Estimate. Graph. Case study. Survey analysis.  Fact 
sheets. Social history data. Statistical representations. 
 
Linguistic (narrational entry point): 
Documents. Mnemonic. Written report, summary, letter, article.  
Tell, describe, define.  
 
Intrapersonal (existential entry point): 
Learning log. Diary. Benefit statement. Self-assessment. Self-description. Scrapbook. 
Personal timeline. Explain how you feel. Predict the effects of a situation on your 
circumstances. Write and justify your opinion. Contribute to forum. Personal research. 
 
Interpersonal (social entry point): 
Collaborative work generally.  Drama, written or acted out. Role play. Brainstorm, 
Demonstrate. Group discussion. Tell a story. Report on a biography. Interview someone. 
Review a case study or personal history. Shared learning log.   
 
Natural (existential entry point): 
Field log. Multi-sensory collection. 
 
Bodily (kinaesthetic entry point): 
Mime. Portfolio. Vicarious movement or animations. Emotions. 
 
Visual (aesthetic entry point): 
Mind map. Flowchart. Other diagrammatic artefacts. Portfolio.  Animation. Draw 
something freehand. Photo essay. Cartoon. Puppet. Concept map. Photos, art illustrations 
 
Musical (aesthetic entry point): 
Rap. Poem. Song. Rote learning. List or capture sounds. Match music to events. 
Compose a limerick or jingle to help remember. Assess the lyrics of a song. Assess the 
matching of lyrics to music. Dance. Aural medium generally. 
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Appendix Three: Example Extrapolated from Howard Gardner 
 
(This example is based on Gardner, H. (1999). Intelligence Reframed.  Basic Books.  

New York. p.157-181) 

 
Learning outcome / competency 
 

• Appreciate what happened to the Jewish people and to certain other condemned 
minorities and political dissidents during the Nazi reign from 1933 to 1945. 

• The escalation in nature of anti-semitic attacks, culminating in the death camps 
• The origins of German anti-semitism 

 
 
 
Audience profile 
 
Dominant Intelligences 
(Not applicable. Assumption: 
heterogeneous) 

Other characteristics (gender, age, education, etc.) 
(Not applicable. Assumption: heterogeneous) 

Logical  
Linguistic 
Intrapersonal 
Interpersonal 
Musical 
Visual 
Bodily 
Natural 
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Specification of entry points to the content 
 
Entry point Source and mode of entry point data (podcast, video, etc) 
Aesthetic Personal online research and inspection of works of art that portray 

the holocaust – literature, painting, music, photos.  
Existential Discussion threads / blogs on: 

• what kinds of beings humans are 
• what are human virtues  
• what are human vices 
• Finding meaning in life after being in a concentration camp 

Quantitative Report on  
• Movements or people to the various camps 
• Survival rates at each camp 
• Comparisons of victim fates across regions, cities, nations 

Narrational Participants asked to submit account of the life of a key person:  
• Hitler  
• Anne Frank 
• victim 

Chronicle of events in the Third Reich 
Videos of the time 
Find and submit case studies to wiki 
Reports on camps by liberating soldiers 

Social Role play of a representative of a victim e.g. Jew, artist, dissident 
Observation of others in role plays 
‘What if’ questions relating to war strategies 

Kinaesthetic Virtual tour of a holocaust museum.  
Videos of the time 
Emotional empathy with participants, esp victims 
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Practices  
 
Intelligence Practice tool (texting, breakout sessions, whiteboard, etc.) 

 
Logical Organisation chart of camp structure  

 
Linguistic Texting and aural e.g. illustration of the language of fascism 

 
Intrapersonal Texting and aural; individually targeted questions. Emoticons. 

  
Interpersonal Polled opinions; group questions; breakout sessions e.g. on how 

fascism can grow and prosper in a community 
 

Musical Aural contributions e.g. how Wagner’s music was linked to 
fascism 
 

Visual Whiteboard, freehand and directed.  
 

Bodily Photos of victims. Photos of gas chambers. 
  

Natural Biological description of effects of gas on the human.  
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Performances relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience, and the content 
 
 
Intelligence Acceptable performance artefact listing (podcast, vodcast, narrative, 

diagram, blog, live presentation in VC, etc.) 
 

Logical Illustrate quantitatively the impact of the holocaust 
 

Linguistic Podcast. Submitted written account. 
 

Intrapersonal Private presentation of preferred artefact in breakout room. 
 

Interpersonal Live round robin presentation of preferred artefact. 
 

Musical Aural narrative.  
 

Visual Vodcast.  
 

Bodily Sensory-based descriptions of gas chambers. 
 

Natural Biological descriptions of victims; biological descriptions of effects of 
gas. 
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Appendix Four: Examples from Students of the National 
College of Ireland 
 
These examples overleaf are extracts from projects submitted by students of the Higher 

Diploma in Science and Elearning in The National College of Ireland. While full 

project documentation included student assumptions, detailed audience profiling, 

scenario and context descriptions, some elements have been omitted for brevity.  

 

Content on delegation and other topics was provided, and students could also choose their 

own content. Settings were chosen by the students and these included online via some 

LMS, blended versions, and traditional classroom.   
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Example One: Teaching Rapid E-Learning in Blended Setting 

 

Assumptions 

ü Combination of Instructor Led Training (ILT) & Courseware which contain 

synchronous and asynchronous presentations. 

ü The on line platform used for class interaction in Moodle 

ü Dominant Intelligences: Visual, Bodily, Interpersonal.  

 

Audience 

For the purpose of this assignment it can be assumed the group consists of mature 

students attending a third level college. These individuals are of mixed background, age 

and possess a wide range of skill sets.  

 
 
Learning outcome / competency 
Demonstrate your Theoretical & Practical knowledge of Rapid e-Learning 
 
 
Audience profile 
Dominant Intelligences (if any) Other characteristics (gender, age, 

education, etc.) 
Logical The group is an even balance of men and 

women. They range in age from 30 – 55 

years old.  All of the individuals possess a 

degree level qualification. It has been 

established with the aid of Multiple 

Intelligence techniques that the group have 

the following dominant intelligences. 

Interpersonal, Visual & Bodily 

Linguistic 
Intrapersonal 
Interpersonal 
Musical 
Visual 
Bodily 
Natural 
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Specification of entry points to the content 
Entry point Source and mode of entry point data 

(podcast, video, etc) 
Social (interpersonal) ü Working in groups of 5 hold a 

brainstorming session to establish the 
reasons for the current popularity of 
Rapid e-learning. Report your findings 
to the class discussion forum on 
moodle. 

ü Working in groups of 5 produce a short 
drama which outlines what advantages 
and disadvantages Rapid e-learning has 
in today’s corporate environment. 
Present your drama in class to your 
colleagues. 

Aesthetic (visual / musical) ü Sketch/Trace 3 cartoon characters that 
you believe would be a good visual 
representation of Rapid e-learning. 
Justify your choice with the aid of a 
visually and acoustically stimulating 
PowerPoint presentation to be presented 
in class.     

ü Draw a map of the sequence and 
timescale involved in creating a piece of 
Rapid e-learning content. Post your 
finished work to the class moodle 
forum. 

Kineasthetic (bodily) ü Identify two pieces of Rapid e-learning 
content and demonstrate their functions 
and usability to the class.  

Existential (intrapersonal / natural)  
Quantitative (logical)  
Narrational (linguistic)  
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Practices relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience 
 
Intelligence Practise device (texting, breakout sessions, whiteboard, 

classroom breakout session, etc.) 
Logical  
Linguistic  
Intrapersonal  
Interpersonal ü Working in pairs, create a list of 5 key players within the 

field of rapid e-learning. Outline your findings, including 
why they are regarded as key players. Each pair is to present 
their findings to the class. 

Musical  
Visual ü Create an image story board outlining how Rapid e-learning 

differs from Traditional e-learning and post your work to 
moodle  

ü Design a poster highlighting the advantaged of Rapid e-
learning and present your work in class. 

Bodily ü Write a question about Rapid e-learning you do not know 
the answer to on a piece of paper. Roll the piece of paper 
into a ball and throw it towards a classmate. The person who 
picks up the paper must now consult with 3 of their 
classmates to construct an answer and then read out the 
answer created. 

Natural  
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Performances relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience, and the content 
 
Intelligence Acceptable performance artefact listing (podcast, vodcast, 

narrative, diagram, blog, portfolio, etc.) 
 

Logical  
Linguistic  
Intrapersonal  
Interpersonal ü Make 4 original posts and 4 replies to your class mate’s 

postings on the Rapid e-learning discussion forum on the 
class moodle page.     

Musical  
Visual ü Produce a short video (vlog) outlining the differences 

between Rapid e-learning and Traditional e-learning. Post 
your work to moodle using typical rapid e-learning 
software. 

Bodily ü Using your mobile phone, MP3 player, voice recorder or 
laptop, create a 4 minute “walk and talk” audio recording 
which explains the difference between Rapid e-learning and 
Traditional e-learning and the advantages and disadvantages 
of each. Post your work to moodle. 

Natural  
 
 
(Cooke 2009) 
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Example Two: Teaching Abstract Concepts through Music in Traditional Setting 

 
1. Assumptions:  

• Traditional Classroom environment 
• Dominant Intelligences: Musical, Linguistic, Intrapersonal, Interpersonal. 

 
These students have an average of 10 years musical tuition. They will be joining the 
college senior orchestra within a year. All have some level of collaboration experience. 
They all have strong interpersonal and intrapersonal skills given their age, school and 
music tuition experience and interactivity with theory and instrument teacher. 
 
Students require use of a mobile telephone. They can use the college e-mail accounts 
also. 
 
A CD player and a piano will be required in the classroom. Students studying other more 
portable instruments will be asked to bring theirs to the lesson.  
 
College facilities may be required by some students if they choose to record a podcast. 
 
These students have the dominant intelligences of Musical, Linguistic, Interpersonal, and 
Intrapersonal. Students are required to express a concept such as power, musically using 
the other dominant intelligences. They work individually and in small groups for this 
exercise. 
 
Learning outcome / competency 
 
To recognise and apply the concept of ‘power’ in orchestral music.  
 
 
Audience profile 
 
Dominant Intelligences (if any) Other characteristics  
Linguistic The audience is a group of Theory of 

Music students, age 16 to 18. The lesson 
will be held in a classroom setting.  
 
 

Intrapersonal 
Interpersonal 
Musical 
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2. (i) Specification of entry points to the content 
 
Entry point Source and mode of entry point data  
Aesthetic (musical) Text in a piece of music that denotes ‘power’ to 

you. For example, Wagner, ‘Ride of the 
Valkyries. 

Existential (intrapersonal) Recall times when power was used to get 
something done in school. For example teacher 
giving extra homework for disruption. 

Narration (linguistic) Write a paragraph about an experience you had 
where the use of power was evident. For 
example, in sport, a film you saw, politics. 

Social (interpersonal) In assigned groups, read and discuss each 
other’s paragraph about power. 

 
(ii) Practices relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience 
 
Intelligence Practice  
Linguistic Submit by text or e-mail, a list of three instruments of the 

orchestra which you think would be used to denote power. 
Intrapersonal Listen to the five short clips of music provided and identify the 

pieces that convey ‘power’ the most to you. State the reasons for 
your selections. 

Interpersonal In assigned groups, discuss the instruments you would use to 
denote power and comment on those selected by the rest of the 
group. 

Musical Write a short melody denoting power. This should be no longer 
than twelve bars long. Name a suitable instrument if different. 

 
(iii) Performances relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience and the content 
 
Intelligence Acceptable performance artefact listing  

 
Linguistic Present to an examiner the importance of the instruments you 

selected to denote power. You can record your presentation as a 
podcast using the college facilities if you wish. 

Intrapersonal Write about your experience and what you might do differently 
to convey a concept in an orchestral composition. For example 
using instruments, rhythm, dynamics, pitch amongst others. 

Interpersonal Give a short talk to the class on your group discussions about 
conveying power through music. 

Musical Each student performs their composition for the group. 
 

(Myers 2009) 
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Example Three: Teaching Delegation to Sales People in Blended Setting 

 
Assumptions 
 
The audience is a group of sales people and MI profiling shows that the three dominant 
Intelligences of the group are Logical, Linguistic and Interpersonal. After discovering the 
dominant intelligences, the training department decide to tailor the Delegation course to 
cater to these. The group is of mixed age and gender; all have completed third level 
education and are computer literate. 
 
The course shall be delivered through a mix of traditional classroom and virtual 
classroom (webinars). Group activities shall in the main be synchronous. The first and 
last of the six sessions shall be in a traditional classroom environment. The four lessons 
in between shall be in a virtual classroom. Participants shall have additional coursework 
to submit, in groups, and as individuals. 
 
 
Learning outcome / competency 
 
To understand when to delegate, how delegation can improve efficiency and productivity, 
how to effectively delegate.  
 
 
Audience profile 
Dominant Intelligences (if any) Other characteristics (gender, age, 

education, etc.) 
Logical (See assumptions above) The audience is a 

group of sales people and MI profiling shows 
that the three dominant Intelligences of the 
group are Logical, Linguistic and 
Interpersonal. After discovering the 
dominant intelligences, the training 
department decide to tailor the Delegation 
course to cater to these. 
The group is of mixed age and gender; all 
have completed third level education and are 
computer literate. 

Linguistic 
Intrapersonal 
Interpersonal 
Musical 
Visual 
Bodily 
Natural 
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Specification of entry points to the content 
Entry point Source and mode of entry point data 

(podcast, video, etc) 
Aesthetic (visual / musical)  
Existential (intrapersonal / natural)  
Quantitative (logical) Pre-course assignment- study and analyse the 

case study provided about Delegation in the 
workplace (template is provided) 

Narrational (linguistic) Synchronous activity- each person must 
verbally give an example of when they had to 
delegate and how it made them feel. Students 
told to prepare for this activity in their pre-
course materials 

Social (interpersonal) This activity will be a follow-on from the 
stories that each participant has recounted 
(above). Participants will be divided into 
groups to discuss each others experiences of 
delegation. They will try to see the benefits of 
delegation in each and the positive outcomes. If 
the outcome was negative, the group must try 
to formulate a scenario that would produce 
more positive results. 

Kinesthetic (bodily)  
 
 
 
Practices relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience 
 
Intelligence Practise device (texting, breakout sessions, whiteboard, 

classroom breakout session, etc.) 
 

Logical Participants must complete an online poll which examines 
frequency of delegation, reasons for not delegating, how they feel 
when they are delegated to. Results will be displayed; participants 
must analyses these individually and draw up a list of 3 
observations. 
 

Linguistic In an asynchronous learning activity, all participants will be asked 
to post to a forum with their thoughts on delegation. There will be a 
minimum number of contributions required. 
 

Intrapersonal  
Interpersonal In a follow-on activity from the logical practice poll above, 

participants will have breakout sessions to discuss and capture how 
they can make delegation advantageous to them and to the person 
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they are delegating to, based on the poll results. 
 

Musical  
Visual  
Bodily  
Natural  
 
 
Performances relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience, and the content 
 
Intelligence Acceptable performance artefact listing (podcast, vodcast, 

narrative, diagram, blog, portfolio, etc.) 
Logical Participants must produce a flow chart diagram demonstrating the 

delegation model. This flowchart must be sent in advance of the 
webinar to the facilitator, who will combine them into one 
presentation. 

Linguistic In week 2, all participants will be asking to keep a diary to record all 
instances of delegation (by them and to them). They must record how 
it made them feel to delegate and be delegated to. They must record 
the outcomes of the delegations, and rank them for positivity. These 
ranking will include: how effectively the task was completed, 
personal development, sense of increased responsibility, sense of 
increased job satisfaction. 
 

Intrapersonal  
Interpersonal In week four participants must present briefly (3 minutes), via 

webinar, the benefits of delegation. These benefits will be combined 
by the facilitator as a reference for all participants. 

 
Participants will have role plays in the final week of the course upon 
which they will be assessed. In these roll plays, they must 
successfully delegate according to the model taught during the 
course. 
 
Participants must work together in groups to combine the ideal flow 
chart for the delegation process, from the Facilitator presentation of 
individual diagrams (see the logical performance above). When one 
diagram has been agreed on by everyone, this one will be produced as 
a reference for the group. 

Musical  
Visual  
Bodily  
Natural  
 

(Gallagher 2009) 
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Example Four: Teaching Delegation to Project Managers in ILT environment 

 
Assumptions:  

1) This will be highly interactive classroom training. Group session with 9 
attendees and one instructor/moderator.  

 
2)   Dominant intelligences of attendees: Logical, Linguistic and Bodily 

 
 
Learning outcome / competency: 
List the advantages of delegation in an organisation.  
Explain the obstacles to delegation.  
Analyse the delegation process 
 
 
Audience profile: 
Dominant Intelligences (if any) Other characteristics (gender, age, 

education, etc.) 
Logical The audience consists of recently appointed 

Project Managers (P.M.s) in large Software 
Company.  
Each of the new P.M.s were promoted from 
roles as technical consultants and software 
engineers.  
There is a concern within the company that 
these individuals, with so much technical 
skill and experience, will opt to complete 
tasks themselves when tasks appear urgent 
instead of delegating to the team members. 
    

Linguistic 

Intrapersonal 

Interpersonal 

Musical 

Visual 

Bodily 

Natural 
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Specification of entry points to the content 
 
Entry point Source and mode of entry point data 

(podcast, video, etc) 
Aesthetic (visual / musical)  
Existential (intrapersonal / natural)  
Quantitative (logical) Bar-charts to display statistics and example 

from within the company to show examples 
where management is focused too much on 
completing technical tasks rather than 
delegating and managing.  
 
Flowchart showing Time-Report outputs from 
team members compared to the specific 
“technical” Project Manager group to high-
light hours worked on specific tasks. 
 
Comparison charts to show tasks and hours 
worked by non-technical project managers with 
proper delegation skills. 
 
 

Narrational (linguistic) PowerPoint presentations to describe details of 
delegation.  
 
Computer animations to display scenarios of 
good and bad delegation in teams. 
 
 

Social (interpersonal)  
Kineasthetic (bodily) Quizzes and polls to record attendees feeling 

and concerns regarding delegation. Why are 
they failing to delegate?  
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Practices relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience 
 
Intelligence Practise device (texting, breakout sessions, whiteboard, 

classroom breakout session, etc.) 
Logical The attendees will complete data survey sheets with estimations of 

their time during the working day completing a range of different 
task types that should be the role of the team member and not the 
manager. 

Linguistic The attendees will take 2 hours to complete individual papers to 
record their views on delegation topics introduced in the PPT 
presentation.  
 
Break out groups of 3 attendees will discuss findings. 1 member 
from each group will present the 2 major points agreed on and 2 
major disagreements within the group. 
  

Intrapersonal  
Interpersonal  
Musical  
Visual  
Bodily Use of Second-Life to role-play different scenarios as Team 

Members or Managers. This to allow the attendees to experience 
life as a subordinate with a manager who fails to delegate.  
 

Natural  
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Performances relevant to the intelligence profile of the audience, and the content 
 
Intelligence Acceptable performance artefact listing (podcast, vodcast, 

narrative, diagram, blog, portfolio, etc.) 
 

Logical Online assessments will be taken by each individual. This 
assessment will present situation (description of stressed work 
scenario with time limits and resource limits). The attendee will 
create a time and resource plan of how the situation can be handled 
incorporating the process of delegation presented to them. The final 
output will be an excel spread sheet planning tasks with time 
estimations for the tasks to be completed by each resource.  
 
 

Linguistic The assessment results (time/resource plan) will be documented in 
detail and presented to the group with detailed justification for each 
of the decisions made.  
 

Intrapersonal  
Interpersonal  
Musical  
Visual  
Bodily In groups of two the attendees will be given a scenario to role play 

with an experienced manager playing the role of some team 
member in each. (e.g. the experience manager might play a difficult 
team member or an upset client) These scenarios are designed to 
assess how well the attendees can deal with various situations.  
Each group will be assessed and critiqued by the group.  
 

Natural  
 
(O’Connell 2009) 
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